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Abstract: Purpose: Collaboration that engages diverse stakeholders to actively participate in the
rehabilitation research process is becoming a crucially important approach when the purpose is
to promote well-being in everyday life. The aim of this study was to co-develop a partnership-
based participation model for research with stakeholders such as researchers, rehabilitees, close
ones, rehabilitation professionals and experts by experience. Methods: We applied an action research
approach. The Participatory Research Partnership (PaRe) model was co-developed in a multi-phase
process including a literature review, workshops and focus group discussions (64 participants). The
model was tested, evaluated and further developed in a developmental training process with 50
experts in rehabilitation. Results: The PaRe model consists of five phases: (1) starting the research
partnership; (2) building a research team; (3) reciprocal co-planning of research; (4) co-production
of new research data; and (5) utilization of research data in everyday life. The model comprises
examples and templates including developmental and ethical evaluation. Conclusions: The PaRe
model enhances co-agency, interaction and co-learning in rehabilitation research and practices. Active
participation of users and providers of rehabilitation services in scientific research promotes everyday
accessibility and relevance of research-based knowledge. The model ensures that the research process
and results are meaningful and empowering for the participants.
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1. Introduction

Rehabilitation is a multidisciplinary and collaborative endeavor with the person un-
dergoing rehabilitation and the rehabilitee’s close ones, aiming to enhance their functional
capacity in everyday life. It is a goal-directed process that is based on the needs of the
rehabilitee [1]. Rehabilitation is conducted with the help and support of professionals.
According to the World Health Organization’s International Classification of Functioning,
Disability and Health (ICF) framework, rehabilitation is a complex and interactive practical
phenomenon [2]. Therefore, rehabilitation research should also have a multifaceted and
collaborative approach.

Scientific research in rehabilitation is typically conducted by researchers and the
topics are often based on existing theoretical premises and previous studies, repeating
certain starting points. Lately, however, the democratization of research has generated
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new research approaches especially concerning minorities, vulnerable and marginalized
citizens. For these research approaches, several different concepts used in the literature can
be found, e.g., inclusive research, co-research and participatory or peer research [3–6].

Researchers have enabled professionals, service users and citizens to participate as
partners and knowledge producers through a variety of approaches and methods. Such
research approaches include citizen science with its use of crowdsourcing [7] and various
collaborative research orientations such as co-research [8]. An action research approach is
commonly used and is characterized by the participation of members of a given community
in the development of their own environment, thus emphasizing research participants as
active agents of change in their own community [9,10]. The approach known as inclusive
research, on the other hand, allows for the accessibility of research activities, i.e., active
participation of people with disabilities in research [11].

The terminology and definition of concepts in participatory research varies across
approaches and disciplines [6,11,12]. Among others, the literature review by Hoekstra
et al. (2020) identified more than 30 different concepts related to participatory research
approaches from 86 included articles [6]. Examples of terms used to describe participatory
approaches include community-based research, community-based participatory research,
participatory action research and public scholarship. The participatory approaches in
research have a common characteristic: individuals with experience, expertise in the
research topic or those whose lives are directly impacted by the phenomenon being studied
are invited to actively participate. The underlying assumption is that the collaborative
nature of these approaches will lead to a more comprehensive, enriched and enhanced
understanding of the phenomenon under investigation [13,14]. The activity in the different
participatory approaches is divided into “consultation”, “collaboration” and “patient-led”.
In “consultation”, researchers define the focus and ask people with lived experience about
their opinion of the phenomena; in “collaboration”, people with lived experience and
researchers work as equal partners in the research process; and in “patient-led”, people
with lived experience are in charge of the research process (sometimes with assistance from
researchers) [13,15].

There has been an increasing interest in patient and public involvement in research [3].
Activation of public laypeople in research is characterized by a process whereby research
is carried out together with or by clients and other stakeholders [16]. It is important that
research activities are carried out by all parties affected by the research or who benefit from
the results—that means research in collaboration. In collaborative research, all participants
work together in a co-productive way on equitable premises. Collaborative research can be
understood as the democratization of research, but it also concerns a question of episte-
mological issues. When it comes to such phenomena as rehabilitation and rehabilitation
experiences, epistemology is always complex. The research of complex issues requires mul-
tidimensional and transdisciplinary viewpoints and methods. Additionally, information
about experiences is subjective. This subjectivity also applies to the researchers, whose
interpretations are always linked to their own life history and understanding [17,18].

In a process of different collaborative research approaches, it is typical that end users
are enabled to participate in the definition of research topics, search for funding, planning,
data collection and analysis, evaluation, publication and implementation of results as
equitable research partners [3,5]. This means that research practices must be reformed in
order to prevent stakeholders from only being research objects or informants in the data
collection phase [10].

Looking at research practices through the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
(United Nations 2006), this would mean at least the following [19]. Firstly, researchers
have a moral obligation to redress the imbalance between those affected by the research
and themselves. All stakeholders should have an equitable opportunity to participate in
deciding on research that ultimately affects/would affect them. Secondly, bringing lived
experience in research enhances the quality and the value of research. Thirdly, collaboration
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with clients increases the transparency of research and implementation as well as attracting
possible funding and other resources [10,20].

There are differences in the emphasis on participation in research between countries
and, for example, in Canada and the UK, funders require the involvement of end users
in applied research [21]. Partnership-based collaboration in research has been evolving
with a focus on client-oriented care [22,23] and families in pediatric rehabilitation as active
participants in the process [24]. In Finland, the involvement of end users/people with lived
experience in research is in its early stages, and there is neither an established system nor a
model for how to go about implementing it.

Enabling the participation of stakeholders in partnership throughout the research pro-
cess challenges researchers’ knowledge, social status, attitudes as well as the environment
in which research is conducted [25]. Participation in collaborative research should there-
fore not be thought of as a methodological issue, but as a partnership-based orientation
involving the entire process.

In summary, there are many different approaches and theories about participatory
research, but a practical model for the implementation of partnership in all phases of the
process in rehabilitation has been missing. Features in the collaborative process include
shared decision-making and knowledge construction; sharing valuable skills and resources;
utilizing findings and insights; open dialogues; and mutual learning [3,6,25].

The aim of this research process was to co-develop a model for collaboration of
participatory research partnership in rehabilitation with these specified research questions:

1. What is the concept of participatory research partnership in rehabilitation according
to scientific studies?

2. What is participatory research partnership within rehabilitation practices from partici-
pants’ perspectives?

3. What does participatory research partnership in rehabilitation look like?

2. Materials and Methods

Action research was selected as a systematic inquiry approach that involved the collab-
oration of researchers and stakeholders aiming to bring positive change by co-developing a
new model through a cyclic process of planning, action, observation and reflection [9]. The
planning of action was carried out through a literature review and workshops. Implement-
ing the action was conducted by piloting the model in a developmental training process.
The developmental training process also included observation of the action by evaluation of
the new model through developmental tasks. Reflection of the co-development constructed
adjustments and improvements to the model throughout the iterative cycle. In this research
process, iterativity was realized in a way that the results of the previous phase were utilized
as the basis for data collection and analysis in the subsequent phase. The results were
versions of the model that emerged from the synthesis of the data analysis answering the
research questions. The multi-phase and multi-method development process involved a
diversity of stakeholders in the rehabilitation context as participants in the research process
(see Table 1).

Participants were recruited through an open invitation via social media and by email
using research and rehabilitation networks. Inclusion criteria were experience in rehabil-
itation and/or expertise in research and voluntary participation in co-development. All
the participants gave their informed consent after receiving both oral and written informa-
tion on the research. The ethical rules of the research were followed in accordance with
the Finnish code of conduct for research integrity [26], under which a code of ethics on
consent was made. This is compulsory and a regular practice in research projects in higher
education in Finland.

The research team consisted of interdisciplinary rehabilitation researchers with one
expert by experience, so all in all, five members. In collaborative and practical action
research, communication took place among the participants as well as with the research
team. Participants were selected through an open invitation to become development
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partners, which meant they were not acquainted with each other, nor would they attempt
to influence data or what the ideal model should be like.

Table 1. The iterative co-development research process according to the research questions in each
action research phase.

Research Question Phase of Process and Data
Collection Design

Description of the
Participants and/or Methods

and Data

Action Research Cycle and
Results

1. What is the concept of
participatory research
partnership in rehabilitation
according to scientific studies?

The first phase:
Studies published in English
in scientific journals

Descriptive literature review:
n = 17 articles, including n = 3
reviews and n = 14 original
articles.

Planning of action:
Version 1 of the model

2. What is participatory
research partnership in
rehabilitation practices from
participants’ perspectives?

The second phase:
Workshops

n = 64 health care, social work
and education professionals,
teachers, students, researchers
and developers;
n = 5 focus group discussions
in co-creation workshops; 30
pages of transcribed data.

Planning of action:
Version 2 of the model

3. What is participatory
research partnership in
rehabilitation like?

The third phase:
Developmental training
process

n = 50 participants:
rehabilitees and their close
ones and multidisciplinary
professionals, researchers,
developers, teachers;
n = 5 remote training sessions
including n = 6 focus group
discussions in co-creation
sessions; 38 pages of
transcribed data;
n = 65 developmental
assignments; 255 pages of
transcribed data.

Implementing the action and
observation:
Version 3 of the model

The first phase of the co-development process was based on the literature review de-
scribing participatory research in rehabilitation. The search was conducted in the CINAHL,
PubMed/MEDLINE, Cochrane and ScienceDirect databases. Seventeen papers met the in-
clusion criteria: three reviews and fourteen original research papers. Inclusion criteria were
as follows: article published after year 2000, full text available in English, rehabilitation
related research study, rehabilitees and/or their close ones participated as research partners.
Studies focusing on one singular service or therapy (e.g., physiotherapy), descriptions of a
study or project protocol, and study participants that did not include rehabilitees and/or
their close ones or they were not research partners were excluded. The first version of the
model was co-created by the research team based on the results of the literature review as
a starting point for further development. The literature review was published as a peer
reviewed study by Lehtonen et al., 2020 [5].

The co-development process of the model continued in the second phase in five co-
creation workshops in 2020 to co-construct the partnership-based participatory research
in rehabilitation. In total, 64 rehabilitation experts, including rehabilitees, professionals,
trainers, students, developers, researchers and system-level decision-makers, attended the
workshops. Data were collected in the workshops with focus group discussions enabling
dialogue and co-construction of knowledge of the participants [27,28]. The questions
discussed in the workshops were the following:

• What is participatory research partnership needed for?
• What knowledge and skills are needed in participatory research partnership?
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• What enables success in participatory research partnership? How could the challenges
be turned into success?

• What does participatory research partnership mean in practice: how could a participa-
tory research partnership in applied research in rehabilitation be built?

The workshops lasted 90–120 min, of which four were conducted online due to the
pandemic. The discussions were documented as summaries, so the participants were able
to revise and confirm the collected data. Researchers (S.S., N.V., K.L., S.H. and T.H.) used
a content analysis method to analyze the data [29]. The researchers selected meaning
units (a conceptual entity) inductively from the transcriptions that answered the analysis
question: what is participatory research partnership in rehabilitation research practice? The
meaning units were coded by simplifying them without losing their original meaning and
combined with other similar units. The first version of the model (based on the results of
the literature review in Table 2) was used as a scheme for conducting the analysis (basis for
data analysis). Researchers classified units to the scheme to inductively form sub-topics.
Inductively combining the sub-topics into topics was the result of the data analysis forming
the basis for model version 2. During the analysis process, new topics also emerged, which
were added to model version 2.

In the third phase of the co-development process (2021), the model was piloted and
evaluated in the developmental training process with 50 experts in rehabilitation (reha-
bilitees and their close ones and multidisciplinary professionals, researchers, developers,
teachers). The participants familiarized themselves with the model (basis for data collec-
tion) and applied it to practice by performing developmental assignments in their context
and environments. Evaluation of the model by co-creation in focus group discussions
was carried out during five remote training sessions. The analysis of the data was carried
out similarly as in the second phase using content analysis, but the second version of the
model was a schema for analysis and the analysis question was the following: what could
be improved upon in the model? The results of the pilots and evaluations were used in
the co-production of the third and final version of the model. The final version of the
participatory research partnership model is an open access publication [18].

3. Results

The results depict the development of a collaborative process model within a partici-
patory research partnership in rehabilitation. These findings are presented in alignment
with the various stages of the research process. Firstly, the results describe the conceptual
model of participatory research partnership in rehabilitation based on scientific studies.
Secondly, the results present the practical model of participatory research partnership in
rehabilitation practices from the participants’ perspective. Thirdly, the result is a piloted,
evaluated and refined model of participatory research partnership.

(1) Results from literature review: model version 1
The descriptive literature review (Lehtonen et al., 2020) resulted in a description of

the phases and participatory practices used in research partnership in rehabilitation [5].
The phases in the research process were building the research partnership, drawing up a
research plan together, doing research together in practice, and participatory reporting,
utilization of results and evaluation. Building the research partnership as the first phase
involved recruiting and selecting partners, establishing an interactive relationship, forming
a team, and providing equal participation. The second phase jointly involved defining the
research topic and agenda, formulating research questions, and planning and selecting
specific research methods, as well as managing research materials and obtaining necessary
permissions. During the third implementation phase, participants for the research were
recruited, data were collected and interventions were implemented, followed by the anal-
ysis and interpretation of results. The fourth dissemination phase of the research results
included reporting, presentations and implementation of the results in practice. In the
final phase, the importance of evaluating research partnerships and the implementation of
research findings was underlined, although best practices in this area were not reported.
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Equity in participation and meaningful collaboration was emphasized at each phase
of the process. The participatory practices and roles of the participants varied between
the studies and also during the research processes depending on individual and study
resources, applied methods and the context of the study. One key aspect of the participatory
research partnership is that roles and forms of participation are agreed upon together. The
findings of the literature review highlight the significance of a preparatory phase in the
research process that encompasses recruiting appropriate partners and establishing an
equitable, genuine partnership, as well as forming a functional research team.

Based on this first phase of the iterative co-developmental process, a first version
of the model was co-produced. To build a meaningful and equitable partnership and to
highlight the importance of several tasks in the beginning of the partnership-based research
process, the following steps replaced the first phase in the model (building the research
partnership): (1) establishing a relationship with partners and (2) organizing to support the
partnership (see Table 2).

Table 2. The first version of the model.

Establishing a relationship with partners

• Comprehensive, multichannel, equal recruitment
• Selection/application process
• Building an equal and personal relationship

Organizing to support the partnership

• Jointly agreed upon working methods and practices in the
team

• Clear roles, tasks and shared decision-making and
responsibilities

• Education
• Clear research communication

Drawing up a research plan together

• Prioritization/selection of the topic of study and joint
determination of direction

• Ethical assessment from the perspective of the rehabilitee
and family

• A common goal
• Funding procurement
• Producing meaningful and clear research material

Doing research together in practice

• Diverse and collaborative methods supporting
participation

• Collecting data together, acting as a researcher
• Joint analysis, interpretation of the results and conclusions

Participatory reporting, utilisation of results and evaluation

• Reflective dialogue between rehabilitees and different
stakeholders

• Creating articles and presentations together
• Writing practical summaries

(2) Results from co-creation workshops: model version 2
As a result of the stakeholder co-creation workshops, the need for partnerships, the key

elements of a successful partnership and good practices to tackle the potential challenges
were described. Additionally, the findings completed the model with an understanding
of what elements, knowledge and skills are required to apply the model in rehabilitation
research practices.
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“Collaboration already in the planning phase is central. The study topic should be
interesting and emerge from both clinical work and everyday life of the clients”.

“I think that in participatory research partnership, stakeholders who should genuinely
be involved need to be identified, and methods for their inclusion are determined to-
gether. This requires time and good communication skills to build trust and commitment
throughout the process. Also, skills related to networking are needed”.

“The rehabilitee can, e.g., consider what meanings the results hold from the perspective of
their own experiences, determining whether these results have value. Statistical expertise
is not necessary, but a strong understanding of evaluating the results’ significance is
useful”.

The results from this iterative co-developmental process phase highlighted that eval-
uation is not a separate and final phase in the model, but rather that a continuous and
proactive evaluation is needed throughout the research process to steer co-production of
research knowledge and develop the partnership. The evaluation helps to align the part-
nership towards achieving the common goals by identifying the promoting and hindering
factors.

“Need to identify factors that promote and hinder achieving the goals in partnership”.

“Continuous evaluation that guides actions in partnership in real time, not just evaluat-
ing after the fact”.

Based on the findings, a developmental evaluation was integrated into each phase in
the second version of the model, and the wording was refined to underline partnership
at each step in the model. Model version 2 included the following phases: (1) launching
a research partnership; (2) building up the research team; (3) reciprocal planning; (4) co-
production of a new knowledge; and (5) using knowledge in everyday life (Figure 1).
The second version of the model was conceptualized to describe the partnership-based
collaboration at each phase of the research process.
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(3) Results from the developmental training process: model version 3
The findings from the developmental training process confirmed the applicability

of the model in rehabilitation research practices. According to the results, the model
guides actions with partners through genuine and inclusive interaction. The findings
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have demonstrated that the ethical dimensions of partnership are intertwined with the
developmental evaluation.

“The model appears as a genuinely inclusive way of functioning, enabling participa-
tion, where all stakeholders are seen as equally important, without focusing on titles or
professional roles. An interactive, dialogical approach is essential if genuine research
partnership is desired, fostering a mutual trust-based approach to research collaboration”.

“In partnership, everyone gradually establishes their own position throughout the entire
process, and this is openly discussed and openly structured in an equitable manner, with
ethical considerations as a foundation”.

The results show the importance of each partner to commit to the core values of
openness and respect in participatory research partnership and to the core principles of
equity and reciprocity. A safe, creative and open atmosphere was mutually built. According
to the findings, diverse ways of enabling participation are needed to foster a partner’s
agency within the group and achieve genuine equality. Additionally, the results highlighted
the need for practical tools facilitating and evaluating the partnership throughout the
research process.

“A permissive and safe atmosphere, encompassing creativity, openness, and respect for
others’ opinions, is central in partnership”.

“What is important is the opportunity to participate and the different ways to enable
participation, to be able to realize active agency as part of the working group. Building
equality is a fundamental aspect”.

In the third and final version of the model, the descriptions of practices related to the
model’s phases were refined and redundancies were eliminated. In the wording of the
model, emphasis was placed on research partnership in terms of a co-agency to ensure
that the goal of producing and utilizing researched knowledge together is not missed. The
results from the developmental training process provided examples of good practices for
the model, such as the application of co-creation methods to co-create shared goals for the
research partnership. The model’s descriptive illustrations were generated as an interactive
whole to highlight that equitable and reciprocal collaboration is built and developed at
each step of the process with ethical and development evaluation. Additionally, six tools
that support and guide the construction of meaningful collaboration were co-produced.
The tools are templates that are used to facilitate partnership and evaluation throughout
the process, as well as to support the implementation of the model.

As an output of the co-developmental process, the third and final version of the model
is described in Figure 2 and as an open access publication (Sipari et al. 2022) [18]. Figure 2
of the PaRe model highlights the interactive nature of the phases and the complexity of
the process. The model is not linear in nature, but its components are interactive when
implementing the model into practice.
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According to the synthesis of the results of the co-development process, the core
components of the model can be outlined as follows:

Phase 1. Starting the research partnership includes a spark for partnership, invita-
tion to partnership, getting attuned to partnership, and resources for and investment in
partnership. The need for research is identified by any of the partners, e.g., from everyday
life or rehabilitation practices, and serves as a spark for partnership. Various stakeholders
are invited to join the research team, sometimes through an application process. It is
highly important to invite partners widely in order to build a team that is representative
of all the groups concerned. Common and individual goals for partnership should be
discussed to define shared understanding. Getting to know each other also on a personal
level enhances equity and reciprocal relationships. The expertise of all participants should
be acknowledged.

Phase 2. Building a research team includes the following: agreeing on the practicalities
of working together, promoting equitable participation, co-development of partnership
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goals and missions, and identifying the collective skills and learning needs. Enough time
should be allocated to team building to ensure equitable involvement and to avoid tokenis-
tic participation. Equally important is to discuss and agree on the roles and responsibilities
in the team, taking into account different capabilities and expertise.

Phase 3. Reciprocal co-planning of research includes defining a research topic and
aim together and preparing a research plan together. The research topic and the specific
purpose should be clarified and possibly adjusted in an open dialogue. Reciprocity in
the research plan supports the ethics of the research solutions, especially in how different
perspectives, skills and working methods of the participants in the implementation of the
research are taken into account also in the selection of methods for data collection and
analysis.

Phase 4. Co-production of new research data includes collecting material together and
multiperspective data analysis and joint interpretation of the results. The members of the
research team coach each other and learn together. The rehabilitees bring to the table their
expertise on, e.g., how to ask relevant clarifying questions in an interview and researchers
share their knowledge of how to perform data collection from the perspective of research.
The multiperspective interpretation of the results, e.g., in a joint workshop, increases the
reliability of the results.

Phase 5. Utilization of research data in everyday life includes diverse communication
and discussion on the practical significance of the results. Multiperspective and multi-
channel research communication enhances the dissemination and implementation of the
results. Experts by experience and rehabilitation professionals can be early ambassadors of
research information in their various, also non-formal, networks.

The following six templates were developed as part of the model as practical tools to
facilitate and evaluate the research partnership throughout the process.

Template 1: Getting to know your research partners
Template 2: Agency in the research partnership
Template 3: Defining the practices of the research partnership
Template 4: Agreeing on tasks in the research partnership
Template 5: Planning in the research partnership
Template 6: Developmental evaluation of the research partnership
The PaRe model underlines developmental and ethical evaluation in all phases of

the research. The purpose of the developmental evaluation is to ensure a meaningful
research partnership and appropriate progress towards the jointly established goals. Eth-
ical solutions related to the participatory research partnership are interwoven with the
developmental evaluation. The goal of the evaluation is to ensure equal participation of all
participants from the beginning to the end of the research process.

4. Discussion
4.1. Findings and Their Implications

This study described the co-development of a participatory research partnership
(PaRe) model in applied research in rehabilitation. The iterative co-development process
proceeded with several phases that explored the specific features of collaboration in re-
habilitation research from the literature, participants’ perspectives and in practice. In the
discussion, we focus on the novel PaRe model, the particular attributes of participatory
research partnership rehabilitation research and the methodological considerations of the
co-developmental process.

The specific contribution of this study to collaboration in participatory research partner-
ship was the evolvement of a PaRe model of collaborative interaction with developmental
and ethical evaluation of collaboration through action research. The model depicts the
nature of collaboration, introducing new dimensions to the process by emphasizing the
initiation phase of research and its systemic process. The PaRe model highlights equitable
and reciprocal participation in collaboration throughout the whole research process. The
collaboration described in the model emphasizes the acknowledgement of human agency
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and unique experiences and expertise of each partner as well as co-agency between part-
ners. Thus, the PaRe model is based on true partnership where all partners’ roles in the
production and utilization of research knowledge are enabled. The traditional position of
rehabilitees, their close ones and professionals, as well as other stakeholders, changes from
being an object in the research to being equitable partners and the status change to being a
member of the research team. This value-based starting point has also been recognized in
other participatory research models, such as the community-based research partnership
model (CBPR) which underlines the importance of a collaborative, equitable partnership
involving an empowering and power-sharing process [30–32].

In the PaRe model, the beginning of the process includes phases that are not usually
described in research processes conducted only by researchers. Participation as partners
from the very first steps in the research process leads to a new focus and emphasis in
the preparation phase through inviting partners, combining different and complementary
expertise from stakeholders, and building reciprocal relationships between partners. The
emphasis on building meaningful collaboration requires not only focus but also new skills
in research to establish reciprocal relationships between partners. For example, in the PaRe
model, common and individual goals for partnership should be discussed and getting to
know each other on a personal level enhances equity and a reciprocal relationship. This
finding is similar to the Roberts et al. (2022) study which identified that researchers must
work collaboratively to identify shared values, goals, vision and priorities based on the
research team’s overall mission as well as the research topic and participant population.
Identifying and communicating values is likely to be an iterative process [33].

Partnership-based participation in research means a cultural change, which was
also found in the Potzniak et al. (2021) study. Engagement of rehabilitees and close
ones constructs a change in new research culture, whereby the research is carried out
by those it concerns [34]. The co-development of the PaRe model has led to an even
deeper understanding of cultural change, identifying that the action culture of research
can be continuously and consciously co-constructed through collaboration throughout the
research process. Findings from the co-development of the PaRe model are described as
templates and tools and examples, which seem to be helpful in building a new research
culture and contributing new practical applications to this research field [18].

The nature of partner engagement is intricately connected to the practical effects of
research [12]. The development of rehabilitation and decision-making in rehabilitation is
supposed to be based on research, but at the same time, research is perceived as being dis-
connected from the real needs of citizens or the results are too opaque to be assimilated [35].
Collaboration according to the PaRe model could have the potential to bridge these two
premises. Combining research-based knowledge and experience from different expertise
is likely to increase the potential for innovation in scientific research, rather than simply
developing existing methods separately. In rehabilitation, e.g., end users of assistive devices
have contributed to the relevance of research in practice [36]. Thus, the partnership-based
research process has the potential to bridge the gap between knowledge production and
research use and thus to increase the impact of research in society at large [10,37].

The results indicate that the PaRe model has the ability and agility to address complex
research objectives and phenomena in rehabilitation in real-world settings. When partners
working under constant change learn to produce and use research-based data to create a
good future, long-term benefits can be created together. Hence, the PaRe model combines
a research-based innovation and a collaborative learning process, which shakes up the
boundaries of scientific research. The participatory research partnership enables continuous
learning in research when, e.g., citizens, professionals and students are invited to participate
in research activities. Participatory research partnership can be built into a collective
learning process, whereby new resources arising from networks are co-produced from the
combination and multivoicedness of different expertise. Empowerment in collaboration is
not hierarchical (power over) but collective (power with), based on common goals [38] and
a well-intentioned partnership [39].
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This study highlights the partnership-based participation of researchers, rehabilitees
and their close ones, rehabilitation professionals, and other stakeholders in collaborative
activities at different phases of the research process involving those who the research
concerns. The aim of the PaRe model is to produce and use the knowledge together, initiate,
and embed the research knowledge production from and into the daily life of rehabilitees
and practice in rehabilitation. The key elements of partnership between researchers and
stakeholders related to the research topic appear to involve meaningful participation,
learning and shared decision-making, facilitated by ethical practices and knowledge co-
production methods [6,12]. In research activities, it is essential to identify what different
actors are thought to be involved, how participation is implemented and what kind of
influence is created in the research and development process [12,37]. In line with Hoekstra
et al. (2020) [6], the ethical issues of collaborative research activities were underlined in
the PaRe model. The findings of this co-development process indicate a pressing need for
continuous developmental and ethical evaluation throughout the entire research process.
Furthermore, a novel contribution is the collaborative nature of this developmental and
ethical reflection, involving all stakeholders.

4.2. Methodological Limitations

The reliability, strengths and limitations of this action research are discussed with
regards to participation in co-development, methodological solutions in co-development as
well as achieved changes [40]. The strength of this action research is that the findings and
the new model can be applied to another context, as the current situation was described
through a literature review, the participants involved in the development were from many
different backgrounds and the model was not developed in a specific community or
organization. The co-development process and the results are carefully documented for the
practical application of the model [18].

An obvious limitation is that this research relies on the participants’ perspectives
and researchers’ interpretation related to the aims of the co-development. However, the
research team confirmed that the researchers’ subjectivity and personal interests did not
produce biased results. In the co-development phases two and three, the study produced
participants’ perceptions of reality, which were constantly constructed through action and
speech. These perceptions included not only personal experiences but also understandings
and meanings of how participatory research partnerships could be implemented in collabo-
ration. Thus, the results of the study describe the desired state of participatory research
partnerships. In particular, the third phase of the action research cycle helped clarify the
terms, fine-tune the phases of the model and support the development of practical tools and
developmental and ethical evaluation which are included in the model. Examples of good
practices, such as the application of co-creation methods to co-create shared goals for the
research partnership, were identified. At this phase, the model was revised collaboratively
with multiple stakeholders who participated in the co-development process. The research
team identified aspects and factors that complemented the model being developed. The
model was continuously reflected by the research team in relation to the theory and the
produced data [41].

The action research process lasted for three years with regular and continuous re-
flection providing learning with insights and new perspectives that might not have been
apparent initially. This iterative reflection led to a deeper understanding of the collaborative
process. On the other hand, the final version of the model and the conclusions represent the
research group’s collective interpretations derived from their research process. Therefore, it
is recommended to apply and further develop the model in various contexts with different
adaptations. Implementing the action research cycle and the iterative co-development
process required significant time and resources during the process, and at another time
and with other participants, the results could be different. The participants in the study
exhibited a high level of diversity, and their backgrounds were not described in detail as
the selection criteria were also lean. This decision was motivated by the aim of including
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diverse perspectives to enrich the co-development of the new model. This approach may
introduce a potential limitation to the reliability of the findings.

The coherence of the results was influenced by an iterative process in which the
findings from the previous phase were carried forward into the next phase, to address
the research aim in several phases with multi-method and multiperspective settings. This
iterative process represents both a strength and a limitation of the study. The research
team’s extensive experience of both the co-development process and rehabilitation provided
strengths in terms of ethical considerations, control over external variables affecting the
findings, and the feasibility of conducting action research.

4.3. Future Directions

This action research approach emphasized the co-development of a new model that
is both applicable and valuable for improving practices and promoting transformation.
This research project included one cycle and further research is needed for the second
cycle. Implementation research is needed to understand the adoption of the model and
to investigate its effects. The participatory research partnership model could be further
piloted and developed beyond the applied research in rehabilitation and social and health
care fields.

The developmental training process enabled the testing of the model in various reha-
bilitation practice contexts and a multifaceted evaluation of the model. The developmental
training process generated new results evolving the model, emphasizing the initiation of
partnership, and transforming it from a linear model into a more holistic and systemic
one. With the enrichment of the model, the developmental training process seems to be a
promising good practice in co-development and implementation. It could be conceptual-
ized for international transdisciplinary training. The results also suggest that the research
topics arising from people’s everyday lives are phenomenon-oriented and often require
expertise in fields such as technology, business and culture.

Based on the results, the future perspective of research is the research knowledge
accumulated from people’s everyday lives and the understanding that is developed and
shaped from it together. The results of this research can be used in the development of a new
kind of participatory research partnership culture strengthening the ethics, practical benefit,
and democracy of research activities and quality. In the future, the power of networks
will be strengthened, societal change requires the development of a new kind of network
competence and the participatory research partnership model brings a new perspective.

5. Conclusions

The co-development of the participatory research partnership resulted in a systemic
model that emphasizes the value and quality of interactions, rather than a linear task-
oriented process model. The model emphasizes the preparation and initiation of research
and the results contribute an enriching perspective to this phase of research. The co-
development resulted in novel insights into the developmental and ethical evaluation of
collaboration. Equally distinctive is the description of how collaboration is implemented
throughout the entire extended research process. The participatory research partnership
model holds the potential to foster a new research culture in embedding transdisciplinary
and people’s daily lives in meaningful collaboration.
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